Member Application
For Education Points

YOUR NAME: ___________________________ MEMBER #: ___________

PHONE: ___________________________ FAX: ______________________

SPONSORING GROUP: ___________________________

CONTACT NAME: ___________________________ PHONE: ______________________

PROGRAM TITLE: ___________________________

DATE: _______________ LOCATION: ___________________________

The purpose of the form is to apply for GCSAA education points for an educational program that you are planning to attend or have attended. **In order for a member to receive education points from a golf industry event, that education must be pre-approved for education points through the sponsor.**

To qualify for education points the course must meet the following criteria:

- Is a minimum of a quarter of an educational contact hour in length.
- Is non-commercial in nature. Sales-oriented programs will not be eligible
- Is relevant to the golf course management profession.
- The application is submitted within 30 days of the event.

**BE SURE TO INCLUDE A PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE OR PROGRAM DESCRIBING THE EVENT. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD BE INCLUDED:**

- Detailed Agenda
- Instructor Information
- Learning Objectives
- Course Description

Send to:

GCSAA
Attn: External Education
1421 Research Park Dr
Lawrence, KS 66049-4433
Ph: (800) 472-7878 ext. 3600
Email: dkern@gcsaa.org

IN SIGNING THIS AFFIDAVIT, I ATTEST TO SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS EDUCATIONAL EVENT (ATTENDED THE ENTIRE EVENT) AND SHOULD THEREFORE RECEIVE THE EDUCATION POINTS THAT IT HAS BEEN AWARDED. I UNDERSTAND THAT FALSIFICATION OF THIS INFORMATION BREACHES THE GCSAA CODE OF ETHICS.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Signature

For GCSAA Use Only

Date Received _______

__________ Education Points have been awarded to this event/program.

Reviewer’s Name ___________________________ Date _______________

GCSAA Code# _______________